Latest Track ‘Holding On’ By HOODS Of AMERICA is a Hip Hop Euphoria

HOODS of AMERICA, the renowned hip hop artist has come up with his latest single ‘Holding On’ that will literally hold on to your musical till the last second.

San Francisco, Dec 31, 1969 (Issuewire.com) - Emerging slowly yet effectively from the intricate delicacy and moments of sensual bars to the immersive soundscape and weight beats that are fit to cheer up anyone – this is what the audience got to experience through the mesmerizing arrangement of ‘Holding On’ by HOODS of AMERICA. The artist has beautifully fused soulful tunes and captivating beats that are now the highlight of this track. The synth-like bars offer the audience with the perfect engagement. The track has certain escapism that lets the soul of the listeners flow through the naked bars.

His professionalism can be witnessed through each of the moments of the track. ‘Holding On’ is a scintillating example of creative artistry. Every element of this musical wonder is apt - from the production to the performance of HOODS of AMERICA, from the intricate details to the simple and smooth soundscape, from the captivating bars to the catchy chorus. The arrangement between these contrasting ingredients has helped the track evolve and come out as something more than the
expectations of the fans.

**HOODS of AMERICA** is one of those rare artists that don’t back away from trying something new and innovative. His latest music video on YouTube ‘Kissing You Dir’ is a proof of this universal fact. The artist has garnered a huge fan base through the music streaming platform Spotify. This next-gen superstar is mastering the art of versatility with each of his new releases. This immensely talented artist can be easily reached through his Facebook, Instagram and Twitter pages.

**To listen and enjoy this track :**

https://open.spotify.com/track/5WVj0DzXX6bfVyMi7poRSf

**Connect with HOODS of AMERICA through social media :**

https://twitter.com/ducepariah

https://www.facebook.com/duce.pariah

https://www.instagram.com/hoodsofamericanow
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